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LeadBy Lee Colan, co-founder, L-Group@LeeColanMy of three children recently moved to New York to begin his career in advertising. I've helped a lot of friends and even their kids with job search and career tips over the years (call this my call). Since it was my own child, in addition to assisting in his post-college job search strategy, I also wanted to leave him with some nugget
tips for a successful career, most of which are messages he's heard many times (whether he wants to or not). So as a continuation of my call to help others with life and career transitions, I share this advice not only with my son, but also with you. Here are 11 keys to a successful career: Ask questions. It's the best way to learn. It is better to ask questions then act as you know it
all. It's ok to say: I'm not sure, but I'll come back to you with an answer by the end of the day. Be honest always. It's with you and with others. Your integrity is your most important asset and it is hard to establish and easy to lose. Clear communication requires clear thinking. Clarify your thoughts with sketches before writing them down, and think before you speak. Maintain a high
case-case ratio. The best way to do this is to be careful about what you undertake. Before you commit to a term (when work should), always look at your timeline (when the job actually gets done) to make sure you can keep your commitments. Keep it simple. Fewer short words (written or uttered) are more powerful than long, floral statements, at least in the business world. Accept
responsibility. If you have made a mistake, admit it, sincerely apologize, then take immediate action to correct it and prevent it from happening again. Listen. The one with the most power in the room is the person who LISTENS well and then offers an input that integrates the comments of others with a unique solution or perspective. Work hard. There is no substitute for hard work -
show up early, leave late and be valuable in between. Be a team player. Find ways to help others succeed. It is the ultimate job of a leader to shed light on others against himself. Others will see leadership in you if you do it well. Leadership is the role you assume, not the position. Always be prepared. Before any meeting or interaction, do your research, arrive with good questions
or solve problems. Take the initiative and follow-up. These are books of success. Anticipate the needs of others. Use 3 W's - What, Who and When - to clarify the actions that each side should take after meetings or conversations in the hallway. Join Mark Cuban, Diamond John, Michael Strahan, Rebecca Minson and other big names in business at the Inc. 5000 Vision Conference
October. Get your free pass right now. The views expressed here by Inc.com are their own, not Inc.com. The views expressed by entrepreneurs are their own on March 13, 2015. Are you you Pole-dancing fitness business or online store Etsy, all your management efforts and sleepless nights really get off to three crucial questions about your business - and three important
documents to help you answer them: Related: Related: How long do you really need to keep your financial documents?1. Do you make a profit? (Consult your net profit statement.) Profits are measured in one place: your net profit. Net revenue, which is usually the same as net sales, does not give the whole story because it does not take into account all the direct and indirect
costs required to run your business. For example: If you have paid your bills recently, you know that rent, utilities, insurance, accounting fees, web and technical support all cost money. Therefore, profit is what you have after deducting expenses from net sales. This calculation generates the net income of your business. Is it positive this month? Then you make money. Good deal.
But did you know you could show profit and still be bankrupt? Knowing whether you are making money is not enough; that money should be converted into cash. What is your money situation? (Consult your cash flow statement.) Cash is the lifeblood of your business. In an ideal world you pay the bills of cash generated from operations, not debts, if you want to maintain financial
sanity. To pay in cash, your small business should start enough to cover the bills. Do you have enough cash to cover expenses for at least 90 days? You will find out by looking at your cash flow statement. Remember that cash for your business is like blood for your body; without it, your business is dying. Cash comes when customers pay you. But sometimes they don't pay the
full retail price because of discounts or third parties like PayPal who take a percentage of the deal. Just because you take X doesn't mean you'll collect X when you make a sale. Sometimes there is also a time difference between when you complete a project and when you are paid. This is common in some service companies, but it needs to be carefully managed; otherwise, you'll
just have an expensive hobby rather than a business. Related: How best to manage cash flow3. Do you build or destroy wealth? (Consult your balance.) Building a terminal is a matter of why you are in business. The terminal cost is that you could sell the business if you decided to do so today. If you're a small business owner, what's the long game? It's just about grinding through
12-16-hour days for decades only to retire when a doctor tells you? Or is it about imitating sharks on abc's shark tank, which must be so rich? They built businesses that grew assets faster than liabilities - Faster. In some cases, they sold their businesses; in others they used the business as collateral to attract venture or start-up money for new ventures. It's an amazing system
when it works. So, what about your business? Do you have a small business you could sell after all? Your balance is crucial It measures your assets, liabilities and owner's equity, or net worth of business. This is not the only indicator of value, but it contains valuable information every banker and investor wants to know. This is the first step in determining the terminal value. Do you
know how to read your net profit, cash flow statement and balance sheet? In 20 years of my business I have seen how clear it is that if you do not understand these documents, you leave a huge potential for profit and cash flow on the table. Your small business also probably carries a much greater risk of failure than you know. Would you drive a car with your eyes closed? No
way, right? So don't run your small business without knowing how to answer these three key questions. Finding answers is easier than you imagine. And these answers can change your future. Related: Ins and Cash Flow Statements Black Box Testers Don't Care About Unit Testing. Their main goal is to test the application against the requirements without going into the details of
the implementation. But as a curiosity or out of the box thinking, have you ever wondered how developers check your code? What method do they use to test before releasing the code for testing? How is developer testing important in a flexible process? The answer to all this is unitary testing. I want to tell you about the importance of unit testing so that development and testing
teams can work more together to develop, test, and release a great application. Who knows, in the future some of you may even go to white box testing and use these methods of code-checking and improvement! What is unitary testing? Unitary testing is not a new concept. He's been there since the early days of programming. Typically, White box developers and sometimes
testers write unitary tests to improve the quality of the code by checking every unit of code used to implement functional requirements (the so-called TDD test development or test development). Most of us may know the classic definition of Unit Testing is a method of checking the smallest part of the code being tested against its purpose. If the goal or requirement failed, the
specific test failed. Simply put, it means writing a piece of code (test unit) to check the code (units) written to implement the requirements. To test unit Testing In SDLCIn Unit, developers use manual or automated tests to make sure that every device in the software meets the customer's requirements. This device can be a separate function, object, method, procedure, or module in
the software being tested. Writing unitary tests to test individual units makes it easier to write comprehensive tests as all blocks merge. During software development, this is done as a first level of testing. Importance unit TestsUnit Testing is used to develop reliable software components that help support code and fix problems in code units. We all know the importance of detecting
and fixing defects early on Cycle. This testing serves the same purpose. This is an integral part of the agile software development process. When a set of night assembly test units should work and the report must be generated. If any of the unitary tests fail, the quality control team should not take this build for verification. If we put this as a standard process, many defects will be
caught at the beginning of the development cycle, saving a lot of time for testing. I know that many developers hate to write unitary tests. They either ignore or write bad units of test cases because of tightly scheduled or lack of seriousness (yes they write empty unit tests, so 100% of them are successful ;-)). It is important to write good unitary tests or not to write them at all. It is
even more important to provide sufficient time and a supportive environment for real benefits. Unit TestingIt methods can be performed in two ways: Manual testingOut testingIn manual testing tester manually performs test cases without using any automation tool. Here, each stage of the test is done manually. Manual testing is tedious, especially for repetitive tests and requires
more effort to create and execute test cases. Manual testing does not require the knowledge of any testing tool. It is a fact that 100% automation is not possible, and thus there will always be some level of manual testing performed. Automated testing automats software testing to automate tests.com.au The automation tool can record and save your test, and it can be played as
many times as necessary without any further human intervention. These tools can even input test data into the system being tested, compare expected results with actual results and automatically generate reports. However, the initial cost of setting up test automation tools is high. Methods within unit Testing-1) Testing the white box: In testing with a white box, the tester knows
the internal structure of the software, including the code, and can test it for design and requirements. Thus, white box testing is also known as transparent testing.#2) Black box testing: In a black box testing, the tester knows no internal structures or software code.#3) Grey box testing: This is also referred to as a translucent testing method, which means testers are only partially
aware of the internal structure, functions and design along with the requirements. Debugging is done by actually entering from the front end to get accurate data in the back end. Thus, the gray box is seen as a combination of black box testing methods and a white box. Testing the grey box covers Testing types:Matrix Testing.Pattern Testing.Orthogonal Pattern Testing.Regression
Testing.Benefits Of Unit TestingThe process becomes flexible: to add new features or features to existing software, we need to make changes to the old code. But changing things into an already tested code can be risky as well as costly. Code quality The quality of the code automatically improves when the unit is tested. Errors identified during this test are fixed before it is sent to
the integration testing phase. The result of reliable design and development is how developers write test cases, understanding the specifications first. Detects bugs early on: as developers go into unitary tests, they detect bugs early in the software development lifecycle and solve them. This includes flaws or missing parts in the specification, as well as errors in the implementation
of the programmer. Simplified changes and simplified integration: unit testing makes it easier to restructure code, make changes, and maintain code. It also makes it much easier to test code after integration. Fixing a problem in unit Testing can eliminate many other problems that arise in the later stages of Development and Testing of Documentation Availability: Developers who
are looking for functionality at a later stage can refer to unit testing documentation and can easily find the testing unit interface and fix or work quickly and easily. Easy debugging process: This helps simplify the debugging process. If the test is not run at any stage, the code must be debuged, otherwise the process can be continued without any impediments. Lower cost: When unit
testing errors are detected and corrected, development costs and time are reduced. Without this testing, if the same bugs are detected at a later stage after the code is integrated, it becomes increasingly difficult to track and resolve, making it more expensive and increasing development time. Code completeness can be demonstrated through unitary tests: it's more useful in a
flexible process. Testers do not receive functional builds for testing until the integration is complete. The completion of the code cannot be justified by the fact that you wrote and registered the code. But running unitary tests can demonstrate the completeness of the code. It saves development time: It may take longer to complete the code, but fewer bugs in system testing and
acceptance can save you total development time. Code coverage can be measured By the Joint Testing Cycle (picture source) What makes a good unit test? Well, I'm not the right person to say that makes a good unit Test, but based on my observations on various projects I can tell the characteristics of a good unit Test. A bad unit Test does not add value to the project. Instead,
the cost of the project increases significantly, writing and managing bad Unit Tests.How to write good unit tests? A single test must be written to test one unit of code, not integration. Small and isolated single tests with a clear name are very easy to write and maintain. Changing the other part of the software is not affect the Unit test if they are isolated and written for a specific unit
of code. It should run a fast A Unit test to be reusableUnit Testing FrameworksUnit Framework framework testing is mainly used to help write a test unit quickly and easily. Most programming languages don't support testing with a built-in compiler. Third-party open source tools and commercial tools can be used to make testing a unit even more interesting. The list of popular unit
testing tools for different programming languages:Misconceptions and TruthsIt takes longer to write code with a unit of test cases, and we don't have time for that - in fact, it will save you development time in the long run. Group testing will find all the bugs - It won't, since the purpose of the Unit test is not to find bugs, but to develop reliable software components that will have fewer
defects in the later stages of the SDLC.100% code coverage means 100% test coverage - this does not guarantee that the code is unmistakable. How do I take specific testing? A good testing device can be carried out in 3 main parts. Write the unit TestRun code in the testing unit code to see if it meets the requirements of the Execute software code system to check for any
defects and whether the code meets the system's requirements. After the above 3 steps, if the code seems correct, the test unit is said to have passed. And if it doesn't meet the system requirements, the test fails. In this case, the developer needs to double-check and adjust the code. In some cases, you need to separate the code to do this testing more accurately. Best Practice
To create better code during this testing, consider below the point: The code must be strong: There are times when the test fails or at worst fails at all if the code is broken. Understandably and intelligently: the code should be easy to understand. This makes it easier for the developer to write code and even other developers who will work on the code later will be easy to debug.
There should be one case: Tests that identify multiple cases in one are difficult to work with. Thus, writing a single case code is best practice, making it easier to understand and debug the code. Allow automated tests: Developers need to make sure the test works automatically. It should be in a continuous process of delivery or integration of the process. Other points to keep in
mind are: Instead of creating test cases for all conditions, focus on a test that affects the behavior of the system. There is a possibility of a repeat of the error due to the browser cache. Test cases should not be interdependent. Note the state of the cycle as well. Plan test cases more often. ConclusionUnit testing comes into the picture when you need to check each feature
separately. It is much wiser to detect and correct bugs during this testing and save time and cost, rather than finding it at a later stage of software development. While it offers many benefits, there are also related to its use. Strict discipline and consistency are required throughout the software development process to overcome limitations and gain perceived benefits. Your
comments are most welcome! As a black box tester, what are your observations about unit testing on on Does anyone have a better idea for successful unit testing? Testing?
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